Hey everyone! Just one more full day of rehearsal before a well deserved day off! You’ve all been doing such great work! For tomorrow evening’s rehearsal PLEASE Bring a pillow, a blanket or quilt, and a snack! We will be rotating groups often throughout the rehearsal, so you’ll each get plenty of work done, however we have a fun surprise planned for the time spent in between rotations. :D

Kid Power Leadership Team! Don’t forget, you are staying here through the entire Dinner Break tomorrow (4:00pm-5:45pm)! Feel free to either bring $7.00 for a Jimmy John’s sandwich, chips, and water which we will collect at the 8:00am meeting, or a “Sack Dinner”. We will continue finalizing our fundraising action plans for the Kid Power Leadership fund.

We have a fantastic concept for the show’s song “Blanket and Me”, but we need your help! Please bring something meaningful to YOU that you feel keeps you cozy and happy at bedtime. Be it a pillow, stuffed animal, or even a blanket (however we prefer the other options first) please bring them to theatre. We will need to store them with us, however we will be keeping them safe, and clean, so please be sure that it’s something you don’t mind parting ways with until the conclusion of our production. When you arrive in the morning we will have a table in the kitchen for you to check in your object. If it’s a blanket or a stuffed animal please put it inside a large zip lock bag with your name attached. If it’s a pillow we will label it for you :D

Monday, June 22nd, we are having our COSTUME PARADE! Please come to rehearsal at 9:00am, IN YOUR COSTUME. Please bring a pair of clothes to change into after we’ve gotten to see your costume choices for the show.